Freemont group
I welcome you to the November 2016 edition of our newsletter.
In this issue, concerning the UAE, we cover the possibilities of owning a property with a company in Dubai and the
benefits of DMCC company.
Concerning Cyprus, we highlight Cyprus’s government bond positive rating by Moody’s.
We also cover interesting topics on Citizenship and Startup Cities.
I sincerely hope you enjoy reading our newsletter and we are happy to receive your feedback and welcome your
suggestions.
George Philippides
Chairman

Highlights on the UAE
Owning a property in Dubai with a company
The number of people moving to Dubai is increasing year by year.
When it comes to relocating some might consider owning a property in
Dubai. In most of the cases owning a property in an attractive and safe
place can be a good investment. Dubai is certainly the right place to
own a property. Moreover, purchasing a free hold property with value
of 1 million AED gives the right to get a residency permit to the owner
and family. Another question appears when it comes to owning a
property with a company: can a company own a property in Dubai?
The answer is definitely ‘YES’. This article answers the question and
explains the type of companies that can own a property in Dubai and
what are the conditions applied.
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Let’s look at the legal provision. Article 4 of the Law No.7 ‘Property Law’ permits non-UAE and non-GCC
nationals as well as companies to own freehold property, the right for a long lease or a usufruct right up to
99 years in the areas of the Emirate of Dubai designated for foreign ownership under regulations delivered
by the Ruler of Dubai, the so called ‘Designated Areas’. The ownership rights in ‘Designated Areas’ in Dubai
depend on the type of the company (offshore/onshore) and place of incorporation (Emirate).
Owning a property with offshore companies
Currently offshore companies incorporated in JAFZA (Jebel Ali Free Zone Authority) can hold a property in
Designated Areas in Dubai. The newly proposed DMCC (Dubai Multi Commodities Centre) offshore will also
have the right to own a property. However, other offshore companies registered in the UAE such as
RAKICC (Ras Al Khaimah International Corporate Centre) and Ajman offshores cannot own property in
Dubai. The same applies to other international jurisdictions such as British Virgin Islands.
Owning a property with onshore companies
LLC and Private Joint Stock Companies
Onshore companies incorporated in Dubai such as limited liability companies and private joint stock
companies, with non-UAE or GCC shareholders may hold property in the Designated Areas.
Free zone companies
All free zone companies in Dubai are permitted to own property in the so-called Designated Areas. The free
zones in Dubai include DMCC, Dubai Internet City, Dubai HealthCare City, Dubai South and many more. The
newly formed Dubai World Trade Centre Free Zone has not been confirmed yet to own property in Dubai.
Free zone companies, which are formed in other Emirates, are not allowed to hold property in Dubai.
DIFC
Presently DIFC companies can own property within DIFC (Dubai International Financial Centre). In order to
own property in any other places the company needs an approval from Dubai Land Department. DIFC
company can also hold a property in Dubai provided that it becomes the shareholder of JAFZA offshore.
Ownership in Designated Areas in Dubai:
 All nationals can own property
 All onshore companies incorporated in Dubai
may own property
 Free zone companies with 100% foreign
ownership incorporated in Dubai may hold
property
 DIFC companies require special approval from
Dubai Land Department
 JAFZA offshore companies have the right to
own property
 DMCC offshore will be entitled to own property
For more information please contact our managing director Mahmood Tassadaq at
m.tassadaq@freemontgroup.com or business executive Zhansaya Tukeyeva z.tukeyeva@freemontgroup.com for a
free initial consultation. Click to read this article on our website.
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The benefits of forming DMCC Company
DMCC (Dubai Multi Commodities Centre) is a free zone and strategic initiative of the government to
establish a commodity market platform in Dubai. This Free zone has one of the best locations that is
Jumeirah Lakes Towers in Dubai and has been rated as top place providing good infrastructure, facilities,
and activities. If you are considering forming a free zone company with 100% ownership and need good
location DMCC is the right choice. It should be noted that DMCC allows full range of activities and even
some activities, which are available in some free zones such as the gold and precious metals, diamonds and
colored stones.
DMCC has a good atmosphere in terms of location and the authority’s support with the following benefits:
• 100% foreign ownership
• Zero corporate and personal income tax rate
• Guaranteed for 50 years’ tax holiday
• 100% capital repatriation
• Variety of permitted business activities
• Offer of freehold commercial properties for sale
and lease at reasonable rates
• Offer of flexible office solutions including serviced
offices, flexi desks, and shared offices
• Effective immigration services including visa
support
• Systematic networking opportunities through
DMCC events, segment specific clubs and
educational workshops
• Training on the latest developments in regulations and compliance standards
• Online portal and effective online solutions for customer services
• Best security systems to ensure secure environment for its 200-hectare development including the Almas
Tower, the AU Tower, and the AG Tower.
Strategic Location
Jumeirah Lakes Towers has full range of facilities and infrastructure including residencies, offices, metro
station, easy access to public transportation and shopping centres. Although the area is quite big, it is easy
to navigate as JLT is divided by Clusters. Some clusters face the Sheikh Zayed Road while others have
access to the Lake. The secure environment ad easy access to different facilities including metro, sport
facilities, and shops allow both employers and employees work and stay in safe and healthy environment.
DMCC will be the right choice for start-ups and foreign branches to develop their businesses in DMCC and
internationally.
Offices
The best about DMCC is the ability to rent office space, own offices/residencies in Dubai. This is a good
option for companies that target Dubai market as well as international market. If you are considering
having an office with a free zone company DMCC will be the perfect choice. In case you do not need office
but wish to have a space to do some work for few hours you can get a flexi desk or a shared office.
Possibility to own property
DMCC company being a free zone company in Dubai may own freehold property in Dubai.
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Residence visas
The benefit of having individuals as shareholders is getting residences in Dubai. The employers and
employees are entitled to get residency visas. The process of getting visas is much faster, as the authority
provides support in immigration. The visas for additional employees will require respective office space.
Shareholding structure
The shareholders can be both individuals and the company as a corporate shareholder.
Forming DMCC company
It takes 2 weeks to get the Trade License and sometimes requires pre-approval. The total expenses can be
50,000 AED. At the time of formation, Freemont Group assists throughout the entire process of
incorporation and guides through every step. Certain activities require business plan that we can also
prepare for the incorporation. There is also a requirement of the minimum capital worth 50,000 AED to be
shown at the bank.
For more information please contact our managing director Mahmood Tassadaq at
m.tassadaq@freemontgroup.com or legal consultant Shameer Yoonus for DMCC company formation at
s.yoonus@freemontgroup.com. Click to read this article on our website.

Highlights on Cyprus
Moody’s: Cyprus government bond rating has changed from stable to positive
Moody`s rating agency has altered the outlook on the Cyprus government bond rating from stable to
positive. There are two key reasons for the outlook change. First, Moody’s mentions the positive changes
in economic resilience over the past year that can support an upgrade in the next 12-18 months. Second,
Cyprus has steady fiscal outperformance and positive outlook indicating a speedier reversal in the public
debt ration than initially expected.
Moody`s explains the reasons that Cyprus` rating was affirmed at B1, whilst acknowledging improvements
in Cyprus` economic resilience and its strong fiscal performance. The first cause is the small and
comparatively undiversified economy, second the continuing weakness of its banking sector and third its
very high levels of public and private debt.
Even though asset quality may improve in 2016, helped by the approved foreclosure and insolvency
framework in 2015, Moody’s expects that bank asset quality metrics will remain weak for years to come.
Whilst debt trajectory is reversing, the decline in debt is expected to be slow.
Offsetting that, Cyprus` debt remains highly affordable, reflecting the very large share of official sector
creditors in the total debt stock (63% as of the third quarter of 2016). Interest charges took up only 7.2% of
general government revenue in 2015, down from a peak of 8.5% in 2013, and this is expected to fall further
over the coming two years.
Moody’s proposes that the prevailing low interest rate environment, and the liquidity buffer that covers
debt repayments for the next year, mitigate liquidity risks effectively. Moreover, the agency expects fiscal
discipline to be sustained in spite of the ending of Cyprus` program with the European Stability Mechanism
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(ESM) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in March 2016, which should support investor
confidence.
Click to read this article on our website.

A Passport of Convenience
“Are you a Global Citizen? Let us help you become one.” You may have seen such an advertisement in an
in-flight magazine designed to lure some business class passengers, largely from less developed
economies, into acquiring a passport that can smooth their entry at the border of their next destination. A
whole new industry of residence and citizenship planning has emerged over the past few years, catering to
a small but rapidly growing number of wealthy individuals interested in acquiring the privileges of visa free
travel or the right to reside across much of the developed world, in exchange for a significant financial
investment.
A growing phenomenon
The rapid growth of private wealth, especially in emerging market economies, has led to a significant
increase in affluent people interested in greater global mobility and fewer travel obstacles posed by visa
restrictions, which became increasingly burdensome after the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001. This
prompted a recent proliferation of so called citizenship by investment or economic citizenship programs,
which allow high net worth people from developing or emerging economy countries to legitimately acquire
passports that facilitate international travel. In exchange, countries which administer such programs
receive a significant financial investment in their domestic economy. Also contributing to the rapid growth
of such programs is the pursuit of political and economic safe havens, in a deteriorating geopolitical
climate and amid increased security concerns. Other considerations include estate and tax planning.
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Economic citizenship programs are administered by a growing number of small states in the Caribbean and
Europe. Their primary appeal is that they confer citizenship with minimal to no residency requirements.
Dominica, St. Kitts and Nevis, and several Pacific island nations have had such programs for years: the St.
Kitts and Nevis program dates back to 1984. More recently, a number of new programs have been
introduced or revived, including by Antigua and Barbuda, Grenada, Cyprus, Malta, with St. Lucia the most
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recent addition to the list. While some of these programs have been in place for years, they have only
recently seen a substantial increase in applicants, with a corresponding surge in capital inflows.
Similarly, economic residency programs were recently launched across a wide range of (generally much
larger) European countries, including Bulgaria, France, Hungary, Ireland, the Netherlands, Portugal, and
Spain. Almost half of EU member states now have a dedicated immigrant investor route. Also known as
golden visa programs, these arrangements give investors residency rights – and access to all 26 Schengen
Area countries, which have agreed to allow free movement of their citizens across their respective borders
– while imposing minimal residency requirements (see table). Although these programs differ in that one
confers permanent citizenship while the other provides just a residency permit, they both allow access to a
large number of countries with minimal residency requirements, in return for a substantial investment in
their economies (see Chart 1). In contrast, some advanced economies, such as Canada, the UK and the US,
have had immigrant investor programs since the late 1980s or early 1990s, offering a route to citizenship in
exchange for specific investment conditions, with significant residency requirements. In 2014, Canada
eliminated its federal immigrant investor program, but the provinces of Quebec and Prince Edward Island
continue to run a similar scheme that leads to Canadian citizenship. And the UK and the US continue to run
and expand their programs.
The cost and design of the programs vary across countries, but most involve an up-front investment, in the
public or the private sector, combined with significant application fees and an amount to cover due
diligence costs. The programs in the Caribbean allow for either a large non-refundable contribution to the
treasury or to a national development fund, which finances strategic investment in the domestic economy,
or an investment in real estate (which can be resold after a specified holding period). Other programs
provide the option to invest in a redeemable financial instrument, such as government securities. In Malta,
the program requires contributions in all three investment routes.
Economics of citizenship
The inflows of funds to countries from these programs can be substantial, with far-reaching
macroeconomic implications for nearly every sector, particularly for small countries (see Chart 2).
Inflows to the public sector alone in St. Kitts and Nevis, which has the most readily available data, had
grown to nearly 25% of GDP as of 2013. Antigua and Barbuda and Dominica have also experienced
significant inflows. In Portugal, inflows under the country’s golden visa program may account for as much
as 13% of estimated gross foreign direct investment inflows for 2014
The macroeconomic impact of economic citizenship programs depends on the design of the program, as
well as the magnitude of the inflows and their management. The foremost impact is on the real estate
sector, where inflows can bolster economic momentum. Programs with popular real estate options
generate an inflow similar to that of foreign direct investment, boosting employment and growth. In St.
Kitts and Nevis, inflows into the real estate sector are fueling a construction boom, which has pulled the
economy out of a four-year recession – to a growth rate of 6% in 2013 and 2014, one of the highest in the
Western Hemisphere. The rapid increase in golden visa residency permits in Portugal, which has issued
more than 2,500 visas since the program’s inception in October 2012, has reportedly bolstered the
property market, leading to a steep rise in the price of luxury real estate.
However, a large and too rapid influx of investment in the real estate sector could lead to rising wages and
ballooning asset prices, with negative repercussions on the rest of the economy. And the rapid expansion
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in construction could erode the quality of new properties and eventually undermine the tourism sector,
since most of the developments include (or are repurposed for) tourist accommodations.
Moreover, inflows under these programs are volatile and particularly vulnerable to sudden stops,
exacerbating small countries’ macroeconomic vulnerabilities. A change in the visa policy of an advanced
economy could suddenly diminish the appeal of these programs. It’s conceivable that advanced economies
could act together to suspend their operations, triggering a sudden stop. Increasing competition from
similar programs in other countries or a decline in demand from source countries could also rapidly reduce
the number of applicants.
If they are saved rather than spent, inflows from these programs can substantially improve countries’ fiscal
performance. In St. Kitts and Nevis, budgetary revenues from the program boosted the overall fiscal
balance to more than 12% of GDP in 2013, one of the highest in the world. But these inflows can also
present significant fiscal management challenges, similar to those caused by windfall revenues from
natural resources. Such revenues can lead to pressure for increased government spending, including higher
public sector wages, even though the underlying revenues may be volatile and difficult to forecast. The
resulting increase in dependence on these revenues could lead to sharp fiscal adjustments or an acute
increase in debt, if or when the inflows diminish.
A country’s external accounts are also significantly affected by large program inflows. The budgetary
revenues can improve the country’s current account deficit, and substantially so if they are saved, and the
capital account can be strengthened by transfers to development funds and higher foreign direct
investment. But increased domestic spending as a result of higher government expenditures and
investment will substantially boost imports, particularly in small open economies, offsetting some of the
initial improvement in the balance of payments. Risks to the exchange rate and foreign currency reserves
are also magnified as these inflows become a major source of external financing. In addition, rising
inflation from economic overheating can cause the real exchange rate to appreciate, lowering the
country’s external competitiveness over the long run.
Large program inflows can also boost bank liquidity, especially if the bulk of the budgetary receipts are
saved in the banking system. At the same time, they can threaten financial stability in small states. While
some increase in liquidity may be welcome, large accumulation of program-related deposits presents new
financial risks, reflecting small banking systems’ limited and undiversified options for credit expansion.
Risks to financial stability may be magnified if banks face excessive exposure to construction and real
estate sectors already propped up by investments from the economic citizenship program. In that case, a
sharp decline in program inflows could prompt a correction in real estate prices, with negative implications
for banks’ assets, particularly if supervision is weak.
Another challenge is the risk to governance and sustainability. Cross-border security risks associated with
the acquisition of a second passport are likely to be the main concern of advanced economies.
Reputational risks are also magnified: weak governance in one country could easily spill over to others,
since advanced economies are less likely to differentiate between citizenship programs. In addition, poor
or opaque administration of programs and their associated inflows – including inadequate disclosure of the
number of passports issued, revenues collected, and mechanism governing the use of generated inflows –
could prompt strong public and political resistance, complicating, or even terminating, these programs.
Programs have indeed been shut down in the past as a result both of security concerns and domestic
governance issues.
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Weeding out the risks
Country officials can implement policies to reduce and contain the risks that small economies face from
large economic citizenship program inflows while allowing their economies to capitalize on the possible
benefits.
Prudent management of government spending has an important role in containing the impact of these
inflows on the real economy, but it should be accompanied by sufficient oversight and regulations to pace
inflows, particularly to the private sector. For example, annual caps on the number of applications or the
size of investments would limit the influx of investments to a country’s construction sector. A regulatory
framework for the real estate market would reduce risk and limit potentially damaging effects of price
distortions and segmentation in the domestic property market as a result of investment minimums
imposed by these programs. Changing key parameters of the program can also be an effective way to
redirect investments to the public sector, allowing countries to save the resources for future use and to
invest in infrastructure.
Saving is a Virtue
Large fiscal revenue windfalls tend to trigger unsustainable expansions in expenditure that leave the
economy exposed if the revenue stream dries up. Given the potentially volatile nature of these inflows,
program countries – and small economies in particular – need to build buffers by saving the inflows and
reducing public debt where it is already high. Prudent management of citizenship inflows would allow for a
sustainable increase in public investment and accommodate what economists call countercyclical spending
- spending when times are bad – and relief measures in the face of natural disasters. As in resource-rich
economies, managing large and persistent inflows is best undertaken via a sovereign wealth fund. This
would help deal with fluctuations in program revenues and stabilize the impact on the economy, possibly
also providing scope for intergenerational transfers.
In any case, all fiscal revenue from economic citizenship programs, whether application fees or
contributions to development funds, should be channeled through the country’s budget to allow for
proper assessment of the fiscal policy stance and avoid complications in fiscal policy implementation. In
particular, development funds financed by economic citizenship programs should have their role properly
defined and their operations and investments fully integrated in the budget.
Effective management of inflows, combined with prudent fiscal administration, will also reduce risk to the
external sector, by containing the expansion of imports, limiting the rise in wages and the real exchange
rate, and accumulating international reserves – to serve as a buffer in case of a sharp slowdown in program
receipts. Strengthening banking sector oversight is also needed to moderate risks arising from the rapid
influx of resources to the financial system. Caps on credit growth, restrictions on foreign currency loans, or
simply tighter capital requirements may be needed to dampen the procyclical flow of credit.
Managing a reputation
Preserving the credibility of the economic citizenship program is perhaps the most critical challenge. A
rigorous due diligence process for citizenship applications is essential to preclude potentially serious
integrity and security risks. And a comprehensive framework is needed to curtail the use of investment
options as routes for money laundering and financing criminal activity. Such safeguards are integral to the
success of economic citizenship programs. A high level of transparency regarding economic citizenship
program applicants will further enhance the program’s reputation and sustainability. This could include a
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publicly available list of newly naturalized citizens. Complying with international guidelines on the
transparency and exchange of tax information would reduce the incidence of program misuse for purposes
of tax evasion or other illicit activities and minimize the risk of adverse international pressure. Countries
with similar programs should also collaborate among themselves and with concerned partner countries to
improve oversight and ensure that suspicious applicants are identified.
Moreover, to help garner necessary public support for these programs, the economic benefits should
accrue to the nation as a whole. They should be viewed as a national resource that may not be renewable
if the nation’s good name is tarnished by mismanagement.
A clear and transparent framework for the management of resources is necessary, including a well-defined
accountability framework with oversight and periodic financial audits. Information on the number of
people granted citizenship and the amount of revenue earned – including its use and the amount saved,
spent, and invested – should be publicly available.
The ever-surprising effects of globalization have given rise to a new dynamic whereby passports can carry a
price tag. Economic citizenship programs facilitate travel for citizens of emerging and developing economy
countries in the face of growing travel restrictions and are an unconventional way for some countries,
particularly small states, to increase revenue, attract foreign investment, and bolster growth. Keeping
these programs from being shut down calls for efforts to ensure their integrity, and the security and
financial transparency concerns of advanced economies must be duly addressed. Small states offering
these programs must develop macroeconomic frameworks to deal with the potential volatility and
inflationary impact of the inflows, by saving the bulk of them for priority investment in the future and by
pacing and regulating their flow into the private sector.
(Judith Gold and Ahmed El-Ashram, IMF)
For more information please contact our managing director Mahmood Tassadaq at
m.tassadaq@freemontgroup.com or legal consultant Shameer Yoonus at s.yoonus@freemontgroup.com
for a free initial consultation on citizenship and residency programs.
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The price of citizenship
The conditions for acquiring a passport via economic citizenship/residence vary by country.
Country

Inception
Year

Minimum
Investment 1

Residency
Requirements 2

Citizenship
Qualifying
Period 3

Antigua and
Barbuda

2013

US$250,000

5 days within a 5year period

Immediate

Cyprus

2011

€2.5 mn

No

Immediate

Residence Programs

Citizenship Programs

(max 3 years, at the
end, can be realized)

Dominica

1993

US$200,000

No

Immediate

Grenada

2014

US$250,000

No

Immediate

Malta

2014

€1.15 mn

6 months

1 year

St. Kitts and Nevis

1984

US$250,000

No

Immediate

Australia

2012

A$5 mn

40 days/year

5 years

Bulgaria

2009

€500,000

No

5 years

Canada 4,5

Mid-1980s

Can $800,000

730 days within a

3 years

5-year period
Canada-Prince
Edward Island

Mid-1980S

Can $350,000

730 days within a
5-year period

3 years

Canada-Quebec 5

N.A.

Can$800,000

730 days within a

3 years

5-year period
France

10

2013

€10 mn

N.A

5 years

Residence Programs
1

Greece

2013

€250,000

No

7 years

Hungary

2013

€250,000

No

8 years

Ireland

2012

€500,000

No

N.A

Latvia

2010

€35,000

No

10 years

New Zealand

N.A.

NZ$1,5 mn

146 days/year

5 years

Portugal

2012

€500,000

7 days/year

6 years

Singapore

N.A

S$2.5mn

No

2 years

Spain

2013

€500,000

No

10 years

Switzerland

N.A

SwF 250,000/year

No

12 years

United Kingdom

1994

£1mn

185 days/year

6 years

United States

1990

US$500,000

180 days/year

7 years

Alternative investment options may be eligible

2

Explicit minimum residence requirements under immigrant investor program residence criteria to qualify for
citizenship may differ
3

Including the qualification period for permanent residence under residence programs

4

Program suspended since February 2014

5

Although not specific to the immigrant investor program, retaining permanent residence requires physical presence
of 730 days within a five-year period
The articles is also available here.
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Startup Cities: opportunities and challenges
The young, well educated, confident to change the status quo entrepreneurs have become the new key
drivers of startup cities. Currently, the rankings of startup cities show interesting facts that policy makers of
the UAE could consider. The UAE, particularly Dubai has increasingly witnessed a strong development in
innovations coming from the young entrepreneurs challenging the conventional setups in industries such
as healthcare, hospitality, media, hospitality, and entertainment.

Contemporary local youth are changing the established jobs and the routineness of corporate set ups. The
transition from conventional corporate setups to entrepreneurship has turned into an anticipated career
path placing Dubai as one of the fastest growing startups cities in the world.
Although the family firms have positioned themselves to be incredibly effective organisational models,
companies in the 21st century are dealing with new challenges and strategic issues. The old rules and
structures for corporate growth and profit making are extremely changing, as the new generation of
entrepreneurs is pursuing immediate outcomes. They are building and managing globally, taking advantage
of Internet access and a connected world to increase their global reach.
The 'Global Startup Ecosystem Ranking' 2015-2016 edition demonstrates that the majority of the world's
top startup cities are in the US and Canada. Silicon Valley tops the list, New York is placed second, Los
Angeles is third and Boston fourth. Three Canadian cities made the top 20 - Toronto comes in at number
17, Vancouver at 18, and Montreal at 20.
While the UAE has always been a top candidate, it is likely that the Emirates would have scored highly if
data were available. With a stable political system, strong banking system, well established infrastructure
and a number of free trade zones that offer tax relief and allow 100 per cent foreign ownership, it is no
wonder the Gulf country has consistently been favourably ranked by numerous global indices related to
economic performance.
For example, the World Economic Forum (WEF) 'Global Competitiveness Report 2015-2016' ranked the
UAE 17th in the world, scoring highly on infrastructure, the strength of the country's institutions and its
power as a trading hub. The UAE has an outstanding macroeconomic climate, developed infrastructure and
solid institutions providing a base for entrepreneurship.
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Furthermore, the award of Expo 2020 in Dubai is also expected to drive the growth of new businesses
across many sectors, mainly in the construction, logistics and hospitality sectors. According to the
organisers, the exhibition is forecast to boost the UAE economy by $23 billion.
Startup in the UAE
Starting a new business requires proper planning and sufficient funding, as the businesses fail not in the
competition but due to poor planning. In the UAE setting up business starts with registering the company
that is normally smooth and easy. For the startup the most important stage is to qualify the business
license. The company need to comply with the policies of the respective free zone. Therefore, having an
advice and support from professionals will eliminate the chance of the unnecessary changes at later stage.
All the Emirates in the UAE have special designated free zones. It's important to note that prior to entering
into any purchase or lease agreements for a business location, owners are required to verify their
compliance with the respective free zone.
The requirements for setting up a business in any of the free zones in the UAE are more or less the same,
as it is standard procedure that every company wishing to undertake commercial, consulting or industrial
activities within a free zone must obtain a business licence. Similarly, majority of the free zones also
require that the business owner have a minimum amount of capital if they are establishing a new company
or enterprise, as opposed to just opening a branch of an existing company. However, each free zone has
different start-up procedures and fees.
In addition, business license is normally valid for one year, starting from the date of issue, and must be
renewed annually. There are different kinds of permits that free zones issue, and these licenses can be
renewed annually as long as a lease agreement is in force with the respective free zone. Having
professional support will also reduce the hassle. Some free zones such as DMCC require submission of
audit reports for business license renewal.
For more information please contact our managing director Mahmood Tassadaq at
m.tassadaq@freemontgroup.com or legal consultant Shameer Yoonus at s.yoonus@freemontgroup.com
to get your startup company started! Click the link to read this article online.
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